M056 Service Window Cover

The M056 Group Size Pump/Motor Mounts have not INCLUDED a Service Window Cover as a standard item. This cover, for those who wanted one, had to be ordered as a separate item (Part Number M056-1). When the supply of these covers was exhausted, it was decided to redesign the cover and make it a **standard** item when the M056 Group Size Mount was ordered. When the current inventory supply of packaged M056 Mounts is exhausted, the new inventory will include this cover. In the mean time, customers ordering the M056 Group Size Mount who wish to have a cover, will still have to order it as a separate item Part Number M056-2) and this bulletin will explain the installation procedure for the new cover. The previous cover had a “lip lock” design where the cover clipped over the casting at the window opening. The “lip lock” design held the cover on the mount.

The New Cover does not have this “lip lock” feature and has a tab in place of it that will fit in the window opening to prevent the cover from rotating. At the opposite end, there is a hole for a 1/4-20 self tapping mounting screw. The cover will have to be cut to the required length for the mount being used and the mount will have to be drilled with a #1 drill per the illustration below.

Customers ordering this cover prior to our inventory turn over, will have to perform this installation process. After the inventory turn over, all mounts will come with the cover pre-installed.